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¡What are you going through?

v Toril Moi describes my version of Simone 
Weil as a ‘Simone of the Suburbs’ (LRB, 1 
July). The phrase is catchy and her dislike 
of the burbs - those bastions of‘moder-
ation’ - is clear. Less clear, though, is her I 
claim that Weil was ‘never a champion 
of “moderation”’. That depends on what 
one means by moderation. In my book 
I suggest that Weil believed, as did her 
editor Albert Camus, that moderation was 
another word for resistance. Moi might 
disagree with this claim, but instead she 
scants it.

My book, in fact, receives scant attent-
ion in her review. She can ignore it, of 
course, but I cannot ignore her few mis-
leading references to it. Space allows me 
to cite just two instances. First, Moi ment- ! 
ions my account of the moral confusion I ¡ 
feel whenever I stop my car next to a pan- | 
handler. She assumes - something this | 
admirer of Weilian attention does quite a I 
bit - that my dilemma is whether to stop 
and give him money. What I actually ask- ! 
ed, however, is whether my children, in 
the back seat, would one day open the car 
window and, as Weil urged, ask the pan-
handler: ‘What are you going through?’ 
Acting on the other’s humanity, I wrote, is | 
the ‘important question’, not whether to j 
hand over a buck.

Second, Moi finds my book a ‘conun-
drum’. T am no more capable,’ she writes, 
‘of living up to Weil’s demands than Zaret-
sky is.’ Fair enough. ‘But the solution,’ she 
adds, ‘is not to argue that ideals aren’t 
worth having.’ Malgré Moi, I never argued 
this. Should she ever come to Houston, we 
can meet at the coffeeshop in my corner 
of the benighted burbs and compare our 
clearly different versions of the same book. 
Would this change Moi’s mind? All I can 
do is try - like her, I’m an idealist.

Robert Zaretsky j 
University of Houston, Texas

No. 5, and were thought by aficionados 
to contribute the perfume’s characteristic 
champagne quality (presumably also char-
acteristic of Je reviens).

As Schlögel acknowledges, smell is a dif-
ficult topic for historians to write about, 
although we have a whole book on the sub-
ject by the French historian Alain Corbin, 
The Foul and the Fragrant (1982), which shows 
how the upper classes achieved olfactory 
separation from the smelly lower classes in 
the course of modernisation. The problem 
is that odour is ephemeral and can't be 
archived, and conventional descriptions are 
completely ineffective in summoning up 
the actual smell: it’s like trying to apprec-
iate a poem once it has been translated into 
Morse code. In other words, we don't know 
what we are talking about when we talk 
about smells, at least not pleasant ones.

This was a problem for the advertising 
industry too, but in the early 1980s it was 
thought to have been solved when a process 
was developed to attach particular scents 

I to ‘fragrance strips’ that might be inserted 
I in magazines. A great future was predicat- 
I ed for this technology, which could repro-

duce not only perfumes but also the smell 
of pizza, fried chicken and even a Rolls- 
Royce. But there were (understandably) many 
complaints, and the custom seems to have 
disappeared, at least in the papers I read. 
I applaud Schlögel’s decision not to go 
downmarket by including fragrance strips 
for Chanel No. 5 and Red Moscow in hi: 
book, but at the same time it does leav< 
questions unanswered. Did these perfumes 
really smell the same? An added complicat-
ion seems to be the possibility of change 
over time: we are told that Red Moscow 
‘was slightly modified in 1954, and those
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